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On June 23rd "clairvoyant" Tom Wards predicted a
Federal election would be held in the next eight
weeks. Wards was wrong unless the politicians kept it
quiet. A Commonwealth Electoral Official has stated
that to the best of his knowledge there has not been
a Federal election in these eight weeks.
On July 12th visiting "Professor" Sarathy, an
"astrologer", "physiognomist" and "palmist" predicted
Hawke would beat Hayden. Hawke lost.
Two scientists predicted that on March 10th the
"Jupiter Effect" would result in cataclysmic events
on earth. (See Po7) Nothing happened.
"Phoenix Rising" in a paid advertisement in the
Adelaide Advertiser
on April 24th
stated
that
Benjamin Creme had
predicted
that Christ would
declare his true status within the next two months.
The two months passed and on June 27th Adelaide
Skeptic Janice Roberts wrote to "Phoenix Rising"
asking for an apologyo A Ms June Carter replied. She
ignored the subject of the wrong prediction but
queried· "whether
we
are really ready
for
the
emergence of Christ".
New•~?apers
often
print
predictions
from
"clairvoyants" and people claiming paranormal powers
to see into the future. They rarely
print the
frequent failures but concentrate on the f e w lucky
fulfilled predictions.
The Australian Skeptics have set up a prediction
register. It is planned to monitor the predic tions
and assess the success/failure rates of prominent
clairvoyants. Readers might like to predic t
the
probable outcomeo
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OPINION - FAITH HEALING
by Logan Elliot
Laying on hands, colour
therapy, hypnosis, naturopathy, acupuncture,
vitamin therapy, prayer, chiropractice, psychic surgery o There are an enormous
number of claims of their effectivenessr many believers and some evidence seems
to be impossible to refute. However they don't make sense and it is mostly
cranks and crooks who practise them, so we can ignore all that stuff and go on
with more important thingso But then hypnosis, acupuncture and chiropractice
becomes
practised
by
reasonable,
orthodox
practitioners,
we
meet
sensible-sounding naturopaths and our discomfort grows as some fields of faith
healing become respectable and some cases of "miraculous" r ecovery appear to be
proveno
There are several possible reasons for the apparent effectiveness of faith
healinga One of the most important is that medicine is not a totally efficient
systemo People sometimes get better for no apparent reason and similar people
with similar complaints can respond to treatment in very different way s o When
someone has such a surprising recovery any treatment the person believes in gets
the credita As bad news (in health) is publicized less and orthodox medicine is
not as newsworthy, faith healing benefitso
Another possibility is that sound practical advice is given mixed with
irrelevant material. Most naturopaths will give extremely good advic e on
nutrition, advice which is is generally not given by doctors (medical readers
will please look apologetic and not apoplectic). Many people who report little
energy, depression, and chronic unresponsive pain have poor nutrition and
inadequate exercisea These people improve rapidly when carefully advised about
healthy life-styleso The naturopaths who give such advice gets the credit, and
deserves ito
Faith
healers
usually emphasise
anxiety
reduction o
Transcendental
meditation, for instance, includes relaxation training; psychics give pleasant
predictions (yes, you will get married one day and live happily ever after, win
a fortune, get a good job eventually); any medium worth h is r obe will help you
to relax, to have faith in him, to have hope for your future o This is an
effective although ephemeral way of lifting de pres sion o Alleviating depression
is important i n the treatment of many physical conditions of chronic pain o
Relaxation, like meditation or prayer or j ust sitting quietly , reduces emotional
and physical tension. This is o f great value for heart problems, asthma attacks,
anxiety, pain and gastric troubles, to name just a few o Achieving emotional
equilibrium may also boos t the power of the immune resp onse o The effects of
relaxation is dramatic without invoking t he Thous and-rayed Being , and the ir
impact gives people evidenc e to believe in the e ntire pack a ge. A genuine
therapist will teach you relaxation quite c heap l y a nd it is a vailable free in
s ome community centreso
Sometimes the faith healers are using s ome thing that works, p erhaps f o r the
wrong reason, which s hould be accepted by orthodox pra ctitioners a Dig italis a nd
its effec t on heart rate were disc overed by analysing h erb a l
reme die s fo r
dropsy, i e swollen ankles o (It r e duced the a nkle swelling by ge t ting the he art
to work a lot harder and p ump the blood a round so muc h t hat surp lus f luid got
draine d off. Doc tors nowa day s donv t like using i t bec ause t he extr a load is n e a r
the lethal limit
A lot of our olde r d rug s we re d i scovered b y che cking t h e
naturopaths' mixtures.
It is this possibilit y t h a t we a re overlooking s ome thing rea l, tha t worries
us and inspires alte rnative p r ac titionersa Par t of fa ith he a ling becomes
acce pted without being
unde r stood
hypnosis , for
i nstance a
Imp arti'a l,
obj ec tive v p r esti g ious i nves tigations a r e late r seen t o b e worthless , such a s
t he as s ess ment of Me smer whic h conc lude d t hat me sme ri s m c ouldn' t wo rk - not that
it didn't a Only c are f ul v impartia l and thorough scie nti f i c research will help
s ift the whea t from the c haff , help u s t o i s olate a lter na tive therapi e s t h at a r e
worth p rese rvingo
0

0

)
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THE VALENTICH MYSTERY
(Part 2)
In the last issue we reproduced the
N
transcript
of recordings
of
T\JL.L.A "'~~ltlll'.,
communications
between
Frede rich
,. Ml!'i..GOURI-Jf"
Valentich and Melbourne Flight Service
i
MootJ;l1!H~•"'
before Valentich went off air. We asked
readers for their comments as to the
cause of the
disappearance
of
the
aircraft and pilot. These ranged from
the
view
that
the
pilot
was
disorientated and crash landed in the
sea to the opinion that Valentich had
"set
up the incident"
for
reasons
unknown.
Believers in the paranormal have
advanced
other
explanations.
One
clairvoyant stated that Valentich was
alive and living in a UFO colony under
Bass Strait. American psychic
Tamara
Rand predicted that Valentich's plane
would be found under water and that something would be revealed about· Valentich.
New Zealand psychic Colin Amery also believes that Valentich is alive and
well
working with aliens in an underwater cityo however he has put the
underwater city in the Tasman Sea between Tasmania and New Zealand. Amery claims
that Valentich will re-appear this year o
Valentich's father, Guido Valentich, joined the Victorian Unidentified
Flying Object Research association in 1979 and now keeps track of UFO sightings
in the Cape Otway areao He hopes to see "something that could perhaps make more
happy that my son could have been taken by a UFO, and perhaps one day he will be
returned"o
Mr Guido Valentich has stated that his son had told him that he had seen a
brilliantly lit object near their Avondale Heights (Melbourne) home about eight
months before he disappeared.
What are the concrete facts? The following have been determined by the
Department of Aviationo
Valentich, 20 years old, with about 150-200 total flying hours, was not an
experienced piloto He held an unrestricted private pilot ~s license with a Night
Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) endorsemento This permitted him to
operate at night in conditions which enabled him to have constant reference to
the ground and to see, and be seen by, any other traffic in the vicinityo
He had not long held the night VMC rating; his night flying was extremely
limited and this was his first night flight over watero
The night was almost cloudless; the air was still and warm; it was a period
of meteorite activity and Venus was bright in the sky. The moon did not rise
until about 11 pmo
Valentich filed a carefully prepared flight plan with the Briefing Officer
at Moorabbin Airport for a private night VMC operation to King Island and
return o However, by design or inexperience v he did not arrange to have the King
Island aerodrome lighting turned on for his arrivalo He had an ETA at King
Island of 7 a28 pmo
The aircraft carried fuel f or 300 minutes flight giving it an effective
range of 1046 kilometres at 130 knots o
from Moorabbin, Victoria's main General
He planned his course direc t
Aviation airportu across Port Phillip Bay to Cape Otway, which is the turning
and reporting point for light aircraft about to cross Bass Strait to K~ng Island
and Tas mania . The flight on this route would be conducted outside controlled
airspace.

i
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The plane left Moorabbin at 6.19 pm on 21 October 1978 and at 7 pm
Valentich
reported to Melbourne
Flight
Service
at Melbourne
Airport,
Tullamarine, that he was over Cape Otwayo In the absence of any other comment,
it must be assumed that up to this time nothing untoward had happened
The first indication Valentich gave of an unusual circumstance was at 7 06
pm when he requested information on any known traffic below 5000 ft in his area
It must be remembered that the flight, being made outside controlled airspace,
was not under radar surveillance o In any event, at the height of 4,500 ft
reported by Valentich and the distance (more than 90 miles) of the aircraft from
the ME"lbourne Route Surveillance Radar at Melbourne Airport, , the airc raft
would ~e below the detection area of the radar o
When Valentich reported unusual aerial phenomena, the Flight Service
Supervisor immediately requested Air Traffic Control to make a radar sweep to
see whether the aircraft or the phenomena could be trackedo Due to the warm and
still conditions temperature inversion was experience in the Cape Otway area,
causing anomalous propagation of the radar transmissions, including responses
from the Otway ranges which hampered the radar scano No identifia ble return
could be seeno
Communication with the aircraft was maintained
from the time it left
Moorabbin until 7 12:28 (ESST) when unidentifiable noises described subsequently
as "metallic" were heard through the open aircraft microphone and the pilot
failed to respond to further callso
It is interesting to note that the pilot at no time showed any emotion
during transmission. His communications were conducted in a "normal tone"
On failure to respond, the Search and Rescue distress phase was declared,
the
Rescue Co-ordination
Centre at Melbourne Airport was activated and
arrangements were made to launch a search and rescue mission immediatelyo A
night search by a light aircraft was made, covering the last reported position
of the plane but nothing further was seen or heard.
Subsequent appeals to the public by radio and other media for sighting and
hearing reports of the aircraft yielded no information relevant to the plane or
the reported phenomenao
The resulting publicity, however v did generate some public response to the
newspapers and the Department from people r e mote from Cape Otway about "objects
in the sky" o v er Port Phillip bay and along the bayside.
As no wreckage has been found, the "incident" is not classified as an
accident and the Department continues to have an open file on the matter.
The Department noted the speculation t h at the pilot may have falsel y
reported his position for some unknown reason; t hat he may have crashe d in the
rugged Otway Ranges or he may have flown to another d e stinationo However, on the
facts r the De partment has no reason to believe t h at Valentich was a nywhere othe r
than where he reported - over Cape Otway - and that he ditched in Bass Strait o
In the four-day s earc h which followed the a irc r aft' s dis appe a rance, seven
civil and a Royal Australian Airf orc e Orion a i r craf t
and severa l
f ishing
vess els, searched an area o f 5,000 s quare mile s witho ut sighting any material
which could be positively i dent ified as h a ving c ome from the missing a ircraf t o
The search was officially s u s pende d on 2 5 Oc t ober o Howeve r r all aircraf t
and s hipping transitting the a rea betwe en Cape Otway and King Island or c rossing
the datum point off Cape Otway have been asked to maintain a watch for p ossible
wreckage o Sh o uld any wr e c k a ge be found which can b e positive l y ide nti f i e d with
the mi s sing airc r a ft, the n the search wi l l b e r e a cti v ate de
What happen e d ?
Valentich, an inexperienced p ilot, was fl y ing in the "twilig t
z one " b e twee n
dusk and full dark when, a ccording to exp e rie nced p ilo t s , di s orie nta tion c an
occur. That disorientation, coup led with Ve nus, c o c kpit light r efl ections on hi s
windscreen and the two fla s hing lighthous es, Cape Otway and King I sland, may
have cau s ed an illusion that he was b e ing accompa nie d by a UFOo This c ould h a ve
c aus e d him to crash into the watero
Or h e ma y h a v e been snatched b y an a l ien in a UFOo
On the f acts a v a ila ble we can only s p e culateo The a nswer may n e v e r b e
knowna
0

0

0

0
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SKEP TICS & MED IA
by Mark Plummer
The first of our annual Bent Spoon awards announced in the last issue
received good media coverage. They were announced simultaneously in "the
Skeptic", on Derryn Hinch's top-rating radio show (3AW) and in Phillip Adams'
column in "the Bulletin"o
Details of the awards were sent to the winners. Nothing was heard from Tom
Wards, the overall winnero Runner-up John Pinkney, devoted two-thirds of his
weekly page in "People" magazine to an attack on us. Under the heading "Dear
Skeptics - here's your bent spoon back" he describes us as "ill-formed knockers"
and "shaky minded Skeptics", doing "too much unresearched scoffing at UFOs and
the paranormal". Thanks, John, we thought you'd never notice us.
He states that he did not "claim" that a UFO had kidnapped anyone but
merely posed the question "Did a UFO abduct an entire regiment of British
soldiers from a hill in Gallipoli?'•when reporting an affadavit regarding a
vanishing regiment that had been sworn to by three members of the NZ Engineers
Field Company.
We again looked at Pinkney's article. The heading reads "An entire regiment
of advancing British soldiers marches into a low clouds -~t Gallipoli ••• and
vanishes forever". The text follows:
"DID A UFO abduct an entire regiment of British soldiers from a hill in
Gallipoli?
"Investigators who have studied the startling evidence, believe this is a
likely explanation for a baffling incident that made headlines round the world.
"The drama occurred on August 28, 1915, when the 425-strong Fourth Norfolk
Regiment marched into a cloud and vanished - never to be seen againo"
Then follows the affadavit in quotation marks.
Pinkney's final paragraph reads:
"The mystery of the missing regiment has never been solved. But, in the
light of later abduction cases, many researchers are convinced the 'clouds' were
UFOs, on a specimen-collecting mission."
We leave it to our readers to decide if Pinkney deserved his bent spoono
The Brisbane "Telegraph" noted that the}r City . council won first prize for
the government involvement in the paranormal for abandoning four rooms of the
City Hall to "ghosts"o The Lord Mayor, Ald Roy Harvey, then stated that if there
ever had been a ghost in the City Hall it had gone by now.
How can Ald Roy Harvey be so sure? Would he be prepared to sleep in room
302 overnight? Perhaps we should check their annual financial returns to see
that there has been no expenditure on an exorcist.
Melbourne's "Truth" newspaper in describing the awards noted it is a risky
business being a prophet with us around. That is how we want it to beo Our aim
is not merely to interest, educate and entertain our readers but to balance the
amount of uncritical coverage given to paranormal claims in the media.
We have had coverage in many newspapers and magazines since our formation.
Two papers gave us almost a whole pageo We have participated in talk-back and
interviews on radioo However we have had only a little television coverage.
One of our problems has been the time delay in being able to respond to
paranormal stories. For example last year several Australian newspapers ran a
story in late April about a UK "medium" leading searchers to a group of lost
people o We immediately sent the story airmail to the English section of the
Committee for the Scientific Investigation of the Claims of the Paranormal who
promptly replied by airmail with the latter follow-up stories in the English
press which cast a different light on the original story (See "the Skeptic" No 2
p 4). The Australian press, to the best of our knowledge, did not print the
follow-up story. When we sent them the full details they told us the story was
"stale" and therefore they didn't publish the follow-up. Thus once again the
public received the one view of the "success" of the "psychic".
The revelations about the credibility of the Dutch "psychic" Croiset
recently published in the US "Skeptical Inquirer" were sent to the Adelaide
media. After Croiset' predictions about the missing Beaumont children being
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located under a newly built wharehouse were published in the Adelaide media, a
public appeal raised $40,00 to demolish the wharehouse, dig under the floor and
rebuild the wharehouseo The children were never foundo Now that Croiset has been
exposed as a fraud one would have thought his exposure would have been a worthy
news item in the Adelaide mediao But again, to the best of our knowledge, no
papers published an article based on the information we sent them.
A paranormal claim can be made by anyone and published by the media the
same day while a careful scientific examination of the same claim can take a
long time and not always be guaranteed publication by the same media outlet that
carried the original claim.
However,overall we are very pleased with the media's response to date. The
fact that some journalists have consulted us before publishing a story is a
pleasing trend.
For us to monitor the media we need plenty of feedback from our readers. So
keep those cuttings flowing in and don't be afraid to write to the papers
yourself when you feel you can cast doubt on a paranormal story.

ASTROLOGY
Astrology
is
a
major
area
of
Pseudo-Science.
Daily
papers
have
astrology columns; weekly magazines have
their
regular
astrologers.
Astrologers
regularly give predictions on radio and
television shows. In the recent Victorian
State
elections
serious
political
journalists included the star signs of the
political
leaders
in
their
profiles.
Melbourne's
Caulfield
Institute
of
Technology - recently re-named the Chisholm
Institute - is introducing courses titled
"Astrology for Beginners" and "Astrology
further studies" in September this year.
Some of our members are
keen
to
examine astrology in Australia. The study
will
include
a
comparison
of
the
predictions made by differen t astrologers
for the same star s ign on a given day.
These preditions will
be collated
and
examined
for
inconsis t encies
between
astrologers, t he type of pre di ctions and
their continual positive nature.
For this study we ask reade rs to send
in c olumns published in the daily papers on
Friday August 27. We would a lso appreciate
columns from weekly magazines and papers
for the wee k August 29
September 3.
Pl ease send us t he whole page
clearly
showing the dateo Tape-recordings of the
predictions of r adi o and TV astro l ogers on
that da te would a l so be handy.
Once these c olumns are anal ysed the
results will be published in "the Skeptic",
be
made
available t o the media,
and
possibly a c ompl a int lodged with the Press
Council.

'°NeNt:>~R. ~'-.I L ~\l l,U ~ \ C.E\1\c::>N c; •••
rAN,AS.-T\ C. €.X. Pe_~\~C.£., (;OOD

RE~~P..~N C-E.S •••• GRE.A"T CP\l>E\~\U,Y
so~RY- \t-JP.al\\e,. SiAR-~\c; N !

.•••• Bu,

AN invest men t company advertising
for Scorpios to become salesmen has

joined a growing mt ernat wnal trend
... to pick the m an for the Job by his
star sign .
And there is amazing scientific
evidence tha t they could all be on the
right lines .
NE \\' ID£A . 12/ .: ' 82
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JU PIT ER EF FE CT
Earlier this year many Australian newspapers informed the ir r e aders that
two scientists , Gribben & Flegeman, had predicted the world would suffer from
the "Jupiter Effect".
The usually accurate Sydney Mohning Hetc.ald on March 6th told its readers
that on the morning of March 10th all nine planets of our solar system would be
sit'uated in more or less a straight line o
They repeated the prediction of Gribben & Flegeman that the grand alignment
would cause sunspots which would cause earthquak es.
What authors G. & F o really meant in their book "The Jupiter Effect" was
that the planets would be within the same semi-circ le.
According to Martin Gardner, in his book "Science: Good, Bad & Bogus", when
the book "The Jupiter Effect" first appeared, no reputable geophysic ist or
astronome r was impressed o A check of the time, 179 years ago, when the planets
were last in the same positions , showed no unusual seismic activity in any of
the earthquake -prone areas of the world. Astronome r George Abell pointed out
that Jupiter and Saturn are so large that their combined mass is twelve times
that of all the other planets together yet their frequent lineups had not
correlated with earthquake s or solar activity.
By March 9th the Sydney Mohning HeJta.ld and other papers decided to tell
their readers that the world would not end the next day. This time they quoted
the Sutherland Astronomi cal Society which pointed out that, even on the date of
the closest alignment , the planets spanned an angle of 95 degrees - more than a
quarter of the sky. The paper also quoted the NSW Governmen t Astronome r, Bill
Robinson, who dismissed the effect of the alignment as insignific ant.
Columnist s had a field day. Brisbane's John Hay said that from his own
calculatio ns derived from inspecting chicken entrails the world was not due to
end on March ~0 . Melbourne Hehai.d•s Lawrence Money noted how on March 9th in the
first night football game of the season the Jupiter Effect took hold of the
footballer s, causing fistfights and bedlam on the fi e ld o
For the most authorita tive source we can surely turn to to Roy Owen,
President of the Queensland branch of the Federation of Australian Astrologe rs,
who indignantl y pointed out that no professio nally qualified a s trologer known to
him had p redicted that March 10 could be a disa ster day as it was a helicentr ic
phenomenon o No, according to Owen, astrologe rs wer e interested in the grouping
of the p lanets on one side of the earth which will occ ur later this year, in
October.
Owen sta ted tha t
t hey had been doing research since 1978, a nd each year
the r e had been bigger and be t t er p henome na h appening to the Earth. The y were
curious as the group ings of a ll the pla n e ts on about 70 de gr e e s of a r c had not
happene d for thousands of years .
Owen said they would not make a ny p redi c tions as the interpre tations were
very comp l e x, but they would be inte re s t e d to see if things got worse or better
ove r the next few years as the pattern (or g roup ing) fade s a way .
So t hose r ead e r s who s urvi v e d the "Jupite r Effec t" should now brac e
themselve s for Octobe r's group ing .
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AUSTRALIA

Paranormal Australia is a regular feature of "the Skeptic".
We rel y o n
readers forwarding us newspaper c uttings from throughout Australia on parano rmal
topics. Limited space enables the publication of only a few extracts from the
many cuttings sent.
However all cuttings go into our resource library and may
form the basis of later research. Please keep an eye out for suitable cuttings
and forward them to our P.O. Box 1555P, G.P.O. Melbourne. 3001.

MOVING PICTURES
11

A painting that seems to move in its frame is
startling visitors to the Cairns Library in Queensland."
Hundreds of witnesses report that as they walk
across the room the figure of Moses in the painting
turns to follow them.
Reverend Ted Notts is reported to have called it a
psychic painting.
John Pinkney reports that a Melbourne physicist
wants to launch a full scale probe into the painting and
others by the artist, John West.
The study would cover the "turning effect" and try
to measure the heat that seems to pulse from other parts
of the picture.
(Pix-People, 27 April 1982)

ANGUISH PROVES PAST LIVES
According to journalist Bill Wells, the anguish shown by Jill Sykes of
Mittagong (NSW) was real enough to support Jill's claim that she was the
re-incarnation of:* A 16th century nun named Clara who was convicted of blasphemy and raped
by a local bishop before being thrown into a rat-infested dungeono
* A German woodcutter who was crushed to death when a tree fell on him
around 17000
* A young Italian wife who was killed in a rockfall while walking in the
hills outside Florenceo
Jill stated that our past lives want to help us and therefore spoke in our
language no matter what nationality they wereo
Jill said "Whatever skeptics think, the important thing is that when the
link between a person's problem and a past life is pin-pointed, and they talk
about itr then that problem disappearso"
(Sunday Telegraph, 11 April 1982)

UFO SIGHTINGS HEREDITARY?
I "'31\1
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Mick
Bishenden recently
photographed
a
huge
brilliantly-lit UFO which buzzed his Sydney taxi.
Mick's mother Mrs Addie Hinch has had UFOs hovering
over her at Kiama while her mother has reported even
stranger experiences.
She recalled going into her backyard one afternoon
and seeing a group of paranormal beings only a metre
tall and wearing helmets.
John Pinkney, "Australia's leading authority on
UFOs", suggests the Bishenden experience is not unique .
(Pix-People, 20 April 1982)

TELEPATHIC RESEARCH
Reverend Doug Spencer told Melbourne's "Sunday Press" that he had sex with
48 of the women in his church at Elwood.
He said he was researc hing the increased powers of telepathy that came to
partners after sexual union
Copies of the article were passed around Heidelberg City Council at a
special meeting which rejected the Rev Spencer's application to establish the
Occult Church of the Covenant Noetica in Lower Heidelberg Road .
Heidelberg Councillor Miller said the application failed to meet car
parking conditions.
(Heidelberger 1 7 April 1982; Sunday Press, 18 April
1982)
0

QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT TO LEGALISE COMMBRCIAL FORTUNE TELLING
"'l'he Queenslana Government,
noted
for
its
occasionally eccentric predictions, is
moving to
legalise commercial fortune telling.
"This follows a petition presented to the State
Parliament signed by 399 palm, card and tea-cup
readers and their potential clients
"A senior officer said that they had far too much
to do than raid tea-rooms . ''
(Australian, 12 April 1982)

FORTUNE TELLER r~ COURT
"A fortune teller appeared in Redfern Court of Petty Sessions yesterday
charged with obtaining money by deception after she allegedly claimed she .could
rid two women of black magic curses .
"Angela Makryllos, aged 37, of Kingsford, did not plead to the charge of
dishonestly obtaining about $9,500 from two women 0
"The charges allege that she obtained the money by claiming she would
remove curses placed on the women by witchcraft.
"Mr Kevin Flack v SM, granted bail on condition that Makryllos surrender her
passport and report to Police three times a week 0
"He adjourned the case to March 2 0 11
(Sydney Morning Herald, February 1982)
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PARAPSYCHOLOGY IN CRISIS
Do we need to
invoke the paranormal to
clairvoyance, precognition and PK (psychokinesis)?
A critical review of some recent developments.

explain

ESP

(telepathy,

by PETER MORTON
"The computer age began in the 1950s, the space age in the 1960s, and the
psychic age has begun in the 1970s. Paranormal phenomena ..• have finally moved
off the magician's stage and come full swing into the scientific laboratory. "
These optimistic words are Charles Parati's, from his popular review of
parapsychological (psi) research, SupeMenoe~
(1974)a Eight years ago many
people would have favoured his optimismo Parapsychology still had its critics,
of course; it always had hado But in 1974, the last systematic assault, CoM.
Hansel's ESP: A Suentil\ie Evai..uilion, which had raised doubts about the design
of tests for psi powers and the honesty of subjects, was a lready eight years
old. The general opinion then was that Hansel had been outflanked - Parati
didn' t even mention him.
1, , -- -. \
In 1974 the metal bending craze was at its - --- ______ _
height, with keys and even thick metal rods melting
like wax under the gentle stroking of people with
hitherto unsuspected psychic powers. The man who had
started this craze, Uri Geller, had triumphiantly
survived a close examination of his powers by in
1972-3 by two physicists, Harold Puthof and Russell
Targ, of the Stanford Research Institute. Now he was
touring the world with his stage show, starting
jammed watches and bending keys. The previous year,
1973, Geller had appeared on BBC-TV and dumbfounded
Prof. John Taylor of King's College, London, with a
display of fork bending. Taylor went on to write a
best seller, Supell..mtnclo,about his tests on a number of psychic children
("Gellerini") some of whom, he asserted, could bend metal strips inside sealed
tubes. In the United States, parapsychologists, basking for the past five years
in their status as affiliate members of the prestigious American Association for
the Advancement of Science (AAAS), were forging ahead on several
promising fronts: dream telepathy, PK in animals, automatic ESP machines. Much
government money was being spent, its flow assured by intriguing reports of
Russian ladies who could push matchboxes off tables by willpower.
Furthermore, all this modern activity seemed to rest on solid foundations~
The British Society for Psychical Research was already a century old and, though
it had had its scandals, by the 1940s it had piled up, through the labours of Dr
S aGo Soal and others, much evidence favourable to ESPa All in all, Panati 's tone
sounded righto Psi science had become almost respectable.
But today, less than a decade later, we are beg inning to see the outline of
quite a different picture o The old skeptical questions are coming up again with
renewed forceo Cannot ESP be explained in simpler ways, say by sensory leakage
or unconscious cues? Isn't deliberate fraud much more common than may have been
supposed? Haven't high-ranking academic investigators proven childishl y gullible
in the hands of psychi c tricksters? Cannot wishful thinking, hallucin ation ,
group- or a uto-suggestion , magic tricks, s l oppy observation, poor experimental
design, professional ambition and p lain money-grubbing better expla in what are
at best f l eeting effects , better than hypotheses flying in the face of four
centuries of science? These are the ques½ions of the ' 80s and the answers now
being obtained suggest that in another century telepathy may be classed with
a l chemy u
Here are some of the assaults on the paranormal sciences in recent years :
* A call for the ej e ction of academic parapsycho l ogy from the AAAs o
* Definite proof that , in two notable cases , the chief experimenters had
faked their positive evidence for ESP/PKo
* The severe and te ll ing criticisms leve lled very recently a g ainst t e sts
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commonly supposed to have supplied incontrovertible evidence for paranormal
events~
* An increased understanding of how psychic crazes work in society, and of
the great power of such beliefs in the population at large - including
scientistso
Beyond question, these specific attacks mirror the New Skepticism that is
now abroad" The message of the foundation of the American Committee for the
Scientific Investigation of Claims
of the Paranormal and similar bodies
elsewhere (including the Australian Skeptics) is this: mainstream science,
goaded
past endurance at the
rapid spread of dubious and often quite
unchallenged pyschic claims, has begun to hit back" Already it has shown to be
not ineffectual"
The most unexpected shock to the parapsychologists of recent years came,
however, not from CSICOP but from a more august source on a very public
occasion: the January 1979 meeting of the AAASa There came a call from Dr John
Wheeler, Director for the Centre of Theoretical Physics at the University of
Texas, for parapsychology's affiliate member status to be withdrawn" Wheeler
expressed himself forcibly: he claimed psi researchers had failed to produce a
single "battle-tested" result on even one replicable experiment; and since
America already has 20,000 astrologers and only 2000 astronomers, the AAAS
should stop supporting pseudo-sciences"
Students of the paranormal have, of course, heard plenty of such abuse
before" The difference here is that Wheeler is no dull, materialist physicist.
He is a daring and visionary speculator on the nature of physical reality, and
his concept of superspace, the stage on which the events of ordinary Einsteinian
space-time move, seems to be flirting with the occult notion of parallel
universes. It can be taken as offering encouragement to the belief that the
Eastern religions and Western physics are groping towards the same insights.
Wheeler's s udden turning and thrust at parapsychology was therefore felt to be
the unkindest cut of all"
Wheeler's denunciation came in the wake and perhaps as the result of two
proveable cases of experimenter's fraudo Fraud in science is a subject usually
regarded with distaste" Though it is probably more common than one would like to
think, in "normal" science it is rarely of crucial significance. For "normal"
science
is
cumulative and progressive" The
more surprising a reported
experimental result is, the more rapidly will attempts be made to reproduce it;
and if it was in fact fraudulent, the universally negative results will soon
expose it. In the most recent case to hand, which has been dubbed the "Great
Cancer Hoax" and involved the alleged complex fo rging of evidence by a graduate
student of Cornell, it took less than eighteen months to uncover the truth o
In parapsychology things are very different" There, revelations of fraud
are potentially disastrous. One experiment's positive results are very often not
replicable; indeed, as
Wheeler said, no such findings have ever p roven
replicable on a large scale to universal satisfaction " Parasychologists have
tried to explain this unfortunate fact in various ways which we must neglect
here. But
the consequence is
that very much weight is placed on the
interpretation of certain key experiments which are judged to be beyond
criticism in their procedure and the honesty of those concerned o It is just
these findin gs which are repeated year after year, and even decade after de cade,
as giving the bedrock evidence of the realitv of psi eventso
In the early 70s reports began to emerge from the famous Institute of
Parapsychology, North Carolina, of certain remarkable
\
.
experiments which were given global publicity. Newly
hatched chickens were placed under a heating lamp
.:
which, howeve r, was not kept switched on long enough at
a time to preserve them at a comfortable tempe rature.
The lamp was under the control of circuitry whi ch
switched it on and off at unpredictable intervals and
kept an automatic log of its performance . When these
data were analysed, the Institute reported that the
lamp was on statistically more frequently than the
program permitted" When the chicks were absent, the
c ircuit performed just as · predic ted a The infe rence was
that the chickens could keep themse lves
warm
by
I

.)
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paranormally influencing the apparatus. In a second experiment, fertilised eggs
were put under the lamp insteado When the record of the lamp's time on was
compared with a control run using hard-boiled eggs, it seemed to have been
proven that chick embryos too have PK powers. Sounds preposterous? Well, it is.
In the summer of 1974 the Director of the Institute, Dr W.J. Levy, was obliged
to resign after being caught falsifying the records in one such experimental
serieso
Four years later in May 1978 came another startling revelationo It took the
form of a staid paper by a statistician, Betty Markwick, in the Pnoeeedin.g~ 06
the Society 6on P~yehiea.l RueMeh, on the studies of Dr SoG. Soal (1959-1975)
into telepathyo These studies had for long been of classical authority. Of one
series with the subject Basil Shackleton, whose card-guessing skills showed him
to be strongly precognitive, a critic active at the time wrote: "if I had to
choose one single investigation on which to pin my faith in the reality of
paranonnal phenomena.o oI
should
unhesitatingly
choose
this
series
of
experiments, which is the most cast-iron work I know."
An unfortunate
metaphoro
Cast iron is immensely strong under most
conditions but it will fractur e suddenly under impact. Markwick supplied the
impacto Following up earlier allegations in 1960 and 1974, she showed that
Soal's results had been cleverly fn.ked by post-test alterations in his score
sheets. No real defence has been made by Soal, and indeed there can be noneo The
whole of his work must be consigned to the dustbino
The most significant aspect of this case is the gulf between Soal's public
and private imageo Even the arch-critic Hansel, never one t o mine matters,
referred to Soal as "a careful and critical investigator" although he thought
that Soal's work had serious design weaknesseso However, from the obituaries
published since Soal's death we get a very different picture of the man formerly
acceptedo Saal, it turns out, was a spiritualist; had become one just after
World War 1 in the hope of obtaining messages from his brother who had been
reported killed in action. Saal received many mediumistic communictions which he
found convincing and inexplicable
even after his brother turned up alive and
well! Soal then put the messages down to group telepathy o He was himself prone
to self-hypnosis and trance states o Markwick speaks of his "bizarre personality"
and another associate has described how one evening she found "a perspiring
Saal in dissociated state scribbling on a sheet o f papero" It was not unlikely
that the Shackleton "data message" took place on some such occasion. With Soal
it might have literally been a case of his left hand not knowing what his rigt
was doingo
The Levy and Soal cases are, unfortunately, not isolated instances. The
doyen of psi researchers, JoB o Rhine, whose own honesty has never been
questioned (though his judgment has, often) has himself given details of no less
than twelve cases of suspicious conduct by workers i n his laboratory, including
four of demonstrable
fraud o Many other deceptions or gross experimental
carelessnesses must go undetectedo For, after all, Soal's work was examined as
minutely as was required - by computer - only because of its fame; and Levy's
only because of his frankly incredible results. Critics have not been slow to
wonder how much of the bread-a nd-butter work would, if carefully examined, also
be found wanting o
According to a canvassing a few years ago of 180 parapsychologists b y
Francis Hitching, the half who answered believed that two recent lines of
research had given conclusive p roof of paranormality under tight conditions:
Helmut Schmidt's automatic ESP/PK machines, and Targ & Puthoff's remote viewing
tests as described in their popular M-i.nd-Reaeh (1977) Detail.ed accounts of both
have appeared in the popular media and elsewhere, and cannot be repeated here
except as bac k g round to the latest severe c ritics.
Schmidt's work since.196 7, first at the Boeing Laboratories at Seattle and
more recently at the Mind Research Foundation in Texas, - has often been cited as
the most impressive ever done in this field o Though his experimental designs
have had many variations - too many, g rumble his critics - in a typical ~etup
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subjects sat at a console and attempted to predict, by pressing a button, which
one of four lamps would next light upo the sequence of illuminati on of these
lamps were not establishe d in advance. Instead, it was randomise d by a device
using a radioactiv e source which emits electrons at (according to current
theory) entirely unpredict able intervals . The ernrnission triggered an oscillato r
passing each choice every
rapidly through the four lamps,
which moved
microseco nd; on its arrival the emission caused just one position to be selected
at randomo There were various interlock s to prevent cheating and a permanent
record of all choices kept on punch tapeo Using three pre-selec ted subjects,
Schmidt reported 4 1/2 % more hits than probabili ty allowed over 60-odd thousand
trials; the odds against such a result arising through chance exceed 500 million
to one. He argued that this result was explicabl e in only two ways: either the
subjects knew by precognit ion which lamp would light before the circuit had come
to a decision; or else they were able by pschokine sis to make the state of the
circuit accord with their choiceo
seems to meet Hansel's
The advantage of the Schmidt machine is that it
call, back in 1966, for an automated ESP test that would eliminate the risk of
experimen tal bias and recording errorso Ironic, then, that Hansel has become
Schmidt's severest critico In his ESP and PaJW.,p~yehology(l980) and again in a
Skep.tieal InqUVLeJL article earlier this year, he has accused Schmidt of
"laxness" and "carelessn ess" and has repeated the charge, made earlier by the
Suen;t,i,6ie Ame.Jl.iean columnist Martin Gardner at a symposium in 1979, that in
more than ten years Schmidt has never made his raw data available to anyone and
he has worked virtually aloneo This criticism is by itself serious, but Hansel
has gone yet furthero In the drily dispassio nate way which is very much his
trademark he has pointed out that Schmidt worked for a time in the same
laboratory as the discredite d Levy; that he may have used the same apparatus ;
and that Levy publicly admitted to faking his results by tampering with the tape
printouto
Quite apart from these dark chargesr Hansel (and others) have criticised
Schmidt's reliance on machinery to preserve the integrity of the experimen to
Subjects were unsupervi sed and left to their own devices in a closet with the
console, the latter being connected to the rest of the electroni cs by a
thirty-fo ot cableo Hansel has offered a diagram how anyone, inside or outside,
could easily have shorted the cables to earth so producing an excess or
(One needs to remember that over thousands of trials the
deficiency of hitso
bias in the scores is so small that just a few seconds of interferen ce in each
The real force of these
run would give gigantic odds against chance.)
made no
allegation s must remain problemat ic, though Schmidt has so far
systematic attempt to rebut themo
Undaunted by the controver sy which has swirled around them since their SRI
tests on Geller in the early 70s, physicist s Targ and Puthoff have since turned
their attention to investiga ting a form of ESP called remote viewingo
In barest outline, a remote viewing experimen t begins with the selection of
a number of target areas. In Mind-Re.a.eh these were notable geographi cal features
or man-made sites within a thirty-mi le radius of the California n laboratory o
Leaving the subject supervise d, the agent ("transmi tter") and the experimen ter
then select a target at random and visit it, remaining there for a predeterm ined
periodo Meanwhile the subject attempts to describe the ·tar:get into a recorder
and to sketch whatever comes to mind. After the trial, the subject is taken
directly to visit the site in order to supply feedback o After the experimen t is
completed the list of targets (randomise d) and the transcrip t packages are
handed over to a judge or judges who visit the target sites alone and attempt
to rank the transcrip ts ("blind matching" ) .. By this ingenious means there is no
dependenc e on subjective evaluation s of what a good match is, and the results
are capable of being statistica lly analysed o Targ and Puthoffgs results were
astonishin g o One inexperien ced subject tried to remote-vie w nine targe tso On
blind matching the judge placed no less than five of her nine transcrip t
packages first in rank with the correct targeto The overall odds against chance
here exceed 500,000:lo
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"Almost anyone" can do remote viewing, claim Targ and Puthoff; something
which has never before been said of any alleged paranormal talent. If they are
correct then here is a simple means o converting even the most hardened
skeptico Unfortunately, it 0 s not quite that simpleo With one or two exceptions
attemts at replication have been dismal failureso Were there weaknesses in the
experimental design? There certainly were, according to University of Otago
(NoZ.) psychologists David Marks and Richard Kammann, who deal scathingly with
the P~yehe (1980). Having had no luck
remote viewing in their P~yehology
themselves, they sought to obtain the Targ-Puthoff transcripts for examination
here they report having met frustrations at every turn; but when they did get
hold of one subject's series they found to their surprise evidence that the list
of targets had been given to the judge in the actual order of usea Further they
were able to show that by using nothing more than cues from the experimenters
left in the transcripts they were able to match every one of five transcripts
with the target list without ever visiting the targets themselves o Naturally ,
they resond angrily to Targ and Puthoff 0 s refusal to give them any other of the
raw data. "Science is not a secret society," they insisto "It is an open forum o
data available, their
If Targ and Puthoff are unwilling to make their
be said.
need
more
Nothing
fallo"
credibility as researchers must
On the evidence now before us it is becoming clearer that parapsychology
has few of the characteristics of normal science, and many of those of what the
philosopher Irving Langmuir calls "pathological" science. A key symptom of such
diseased sciences is that they consist of a pool of evidence which - to their
disciples at least - furnish the proof they seeko The trouble is that the actual
contents of the pool do not remain fixed; nor do they, as in normal science,
gradually lump together into larger and more inclusive bits of evidencea Instead
(in the case of the psi sciences) new wonders are constantly entering the pool
and old ex-wonders are leaving it to fade quietly into obscurityo In the past
century we have seen physical mediumship, high-scoring card guessers, hypnotic
regression to past lives, thoughtography (mental images appearing on blank
file), dream telepathy and many others follow this sequence o
The metal-bending craze, or Geller Effect, perfectly illustrates Langmuir's
point o Despite protests voiced early and loudly by illusionists that here was
nothing more than trickery assisted by mild hallucination, a number of eminent
scientists were persuaded to take an interest in ito Groups of children emergedu
whose PK powers were attested to by physicists like Taylor in the UoK. and
Charles Osborne in Melbourne. Offer from magicians to help in setting up tests
were generally spurned, even though that self-appointed hammer of the psychics v
James "The Amazing" Randi, has claimed that in Taylor's laboratory he was able
to take the "cheat-proof" apparatus (metal strips in sealed tubes given to the
children to manipulate freely)u remove and bend the strips, replace them and
reseal the tubes undetectedo, in Taylor 0 s presence! In the same year (1976) a
report in Natu.Jte by Drs Brian Pamplin and Harry Collins of Bath University
detailed tests on six Gellerini under the age of 13, all of whom had
demonstrated metal-bending convincingly o The subjects were placed on ostensible
test with an "experimenter" who deliberately r e laxed his vigilance at intervals o
The real obse rvers were behind a one-way mirror with a video-recorder u and from
this vantage they filmed five of the six cheating while the the sixth subject
bent nothing under testo By 1980 the Geller Effe ct had lost nearly all
and the
that year, Suenee
of
scientific support o Taylor's new book
of child
more
no
hear
e
W
o
Supe.Jr.min~
of
recantation
complete
Supe.Jtnatww.l, is a
stars and sealed tubeso "I have spent many, many hours working with subjects,"
he now reports o "There is nothing paranormal at all in spoon-bending." Indeed he
has reached the end of the paranormal trailo "We have searched for the
supernatural and not found ito In the main, only poor experimentation, shoddy
theory and human gullibility have been encounteredo"
It is intriguing to consider what Prof o John Hasted, a physicist colleague
of Taylor 0 s at Birbeck College, London, thinks of this about-face o Half of his
The Me.;ta1,-Bend~ (1981) is a c ollection of weird anecdotes and half a
description of rigorous tests on the remaining Gellerini o From t >e latter he has
claimed results even when the strips are wired with strain gauges to record the
pressures being applied, as well as the bending of metal strips inside weighed
glass tubes he rmetically seal~d by a glass blower o Such reports are too new to
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have attracted much comment, though Randi wrote an ascerbic account of Hasted us
unlimited capacity for self-deception in 1975Q Other of Hastedqs accounts, such
as one of the transportation of a turkey liver out of a bag on to his kitchen
table before two witnesses {whose opinions are not recorded} are both hilarious
and defy rational discussiono
It is doubtful whether Hastedrrs book signals a revival of interest in
metal-bending, for reasons which Hasted himself supplies: "It is an endangered
talent, at risk of dying out in the worldo The supply of new metal-benders is
not keeping abreast of the weakening of powers of the old oneso" He puts this
down to the "ridicule of skeptics" but the cynic will find it more plausible
that most benders
have been exposed or have grown bored with their successo
Metal-bending is leaving Langmuir's pool of evidence. Critics never could get
positive results; soon its supporters won't be able to either, and then they
will be able to say only that once upon a time they got fine results.
Pathological
science grows like a
cancer
on
people's
(including
scientists') need to believe in the miraculouso Are such people in a small
minority, the predestined target for charlatans and crooks? Until recently we
had anecdotal evidence to go on, although that told us that the psychological
defences of the psi believers could be very strongo It is said for example that
the novelist Conan Doyle refused to believe that Houdini had no paranormal
powers because his feats were astonishing, even though Houdini was the mortal
enemy of the psychicse
Recent experiments, however, are beginning to reveal strange truths about
the human disposition to believe, in the very teeth of the evidence, that they
are witnesing something supernaturalo Psychologists Barry Singer and Victor
Benassi of the Caifornia State University had an amateur magician, Craig,
perform a simple routine ("bending" a bar, "reading" numbers blindfold, etco) in
front of several different audiences. To one audience Craig was presented as a
psychic
with
true
paranormal talents;
to
another, as an illusionist
"interested •• .,in stage trickeryo" The standard audiences were invited to write
down their impressions of what they witnessed.
The results were dramatic and unexpected. Singer and Benassi noted with
some disquiet that "awe and amazement" and other "extreme behaviour" appeared in
both audiences. And, in the group to whom Craig had been introduced as an
illusionist, no less than 65% of an audience of 51 refused to believe the
explanation; they insisted he must have had paranormal powers to do what he did!
The experimenters introduced a third condition.To another group they
introduced Craig with a thorough, strong, "magical" explanation - "what you'll
be seeing are really only tricks" - which stressedr in six different phrasings,
the concepts of pretence and illusion. Even then, more than half of the audience
of 52 asserted a firm belief in the paranormality of what they had seen These
reports would be hard to credit had not this same experiment and closely similar
ones been repeated with much the same findings at Ohio State University and
Yaleo
Here there is great food for thoughto Even in our rationalist culture a
wish to believe in the inexplicable is clearly very deeprooted indeed; so
deeprooted that it can survive almost any assault. Nevertheless such revelations
as these are beginning to disrupt at least the
professional
world of
parapsychology.
One pointer here is the curious result of a questionnaire circulated among
members of the Parapsychological Association of America by ProfQ R.,Ao McConnello
Of the 88% who responded, no less than 31% could not say they were "free from
doubt 11 about even the bare existence of ESP; and 71 % admitted that personal,
anecdotal experiences had contributed most of their belief
in psi, not
experimental findings. This is surely surprising .. What could we think of the
theory underpinning physics if nearly a third of active physicists seriously
doubted the conservation of energy? Such loss of heart must sprii1g from a
recognition of what recent events portend and of the justice of Hansel's
conclusion that "after 100 years of research, not a single individual has been
found who can demonstrate ESP to the satisfaction of individual researchers .. "
And with that kind of record, what are the odds that Dick Smith will ever have
to take his $100,000 out of his pocket?
0
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